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This work describes a method for solving, with the use of
the quantum computer, every problem so-called of NP type
by the Complexity Theory. Such problems are intractable in
the classical computers due to its demand of an exponentially
growing processing time with the input length. The method
consists in a mechanism for selective exponential amplica-
tion of quantum states, based on the quantum computation
of bivalued functions and in the quantum interference phe-
nomena combined with a measurement process in an iterative
sequence.
PACS number(s): 89.70.+c, 03.65.Bz
I. INTRODUCTION
Suppose an algorithm is operating over an input of
n bits in length. The eectiveness of the algorithm is
based on the possibility of run it in a number of steps,
that depend on n, as a function upper bounded by some
polynomial. For example, factoring a number of n bi-
nary digits checking which numbers smaller than its root
divide it, requires a time that grows with n faster than
2n=2. Then we are facing a clearly ineective algorithm.
For computing algorithms like the above, the classical
parallel computation is as \ineective" as the serial com-
putation, because it needs a number of parallel process
units which grows exponentially with n. Quantum com-
putation can become a solution for this problem when a
massive parallel computation in a unique process unit
working completely in the quantum domain, is being
done. It can be said, that a quantum computer (QC),
of which the physical state is described by a superposi-
tion of states, realizes the operations in parallel by op-
erating simultaneously, over every one of these states.
Sometimes due to this reason, this form of computation
is called computation by quantum parallelism.
It is feasible to prepare the QC to make a set of parallel
computations, but it is also necessary to have a method
for measuring the component which has the desired in-
formation as the result of the computation. It is, for ex-
ample, possible to program the computer to divide any
given number by all the numbers smaller than its root
at the same time, obtaining a superposition of the states
of the computer, every one of which represents one of
the quotients. If it does not exist a way to assure, with
enough probability, that the state we measure nally cor-
responds with one representing a division with a reminder
of zero, what we have done is divide the number by an-
other randomly taken by God’s dices. Due to the non
existence of a method to solve this problem, the quan-
tum algorithms do not follow the strategy of adapting the
parallel algorithms directly for the quantum computing
requirements, which implies that we have to forget these
well known algorithms, and forces us to invent others of
a dierent nature.
Algorithms has been found, that can be run in a QC
in an eective way, whose emulation in a classical com-
puter is ineective. This is the case with the algorithms
of Deutsch [1,2], Simon [3] and Shor [4,5]. The last one
factorizes numbers in polynomial time. This is, in prac-
tice, an exception to one of the Church-Turing’s thesis,
which states that the eectivity of an algorithm does not
depend on the model of computation being used. The
physical media then becomes fundamental at the time of
knowing the real eectivity of the algorithms, which was
observed, among others, by Feynman [6] in 1982.
The algorithm of Shor is based on the possibility of
nding in an eective way (with the help of the Fourier
Transform), the period of a periodic function that take
values over a cyclic group. It is possible to say that the
algorithms of Deutsch and Simon are based on the same
possibility. Due to this, searching for problems that can
be solved once the period of some periodic functions over
cyclic groups is known and studying the Fourier trans-
form over these groups, nowadays it is thought that it
will be found a stronger theory of quantum algorithmics
[7]. In agreement with this picture, a method has to be
found by a programmer, for designing the tasks for the
QC in terms of some kind of periodic function, whose
periods leads to the desired output in polynomial time.
In this paper we do not continue this line of research,
but we will try to use the classical parallel algorithms
as instruments for programming the QC instead. For
doing this, we will build a iterative system for exponential
amplication of the states carrying the correct solutions
for the computation.
Amplication processes have already been proposed by
Grover, who found an algorithm for database searching
[8,9] able to nd an element among N in a database, in a
number of iterations of the order O(
p
N) instead of the
O(N) of the classical searching. In fact Grover demon-
strated that O(
p
N) is the optimal eectivity for any
database searching performed with unitary evolutions.
The algorithm proposed in our paper can be used too for
database searching, and can nd the item in a number
of iterations of the order O(log(N)). The dierence with
the other approach lies on the fact that Grover found
the best choice (up to a multiplicative factor of 2) for a
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pure unitary evolution, and we propose an amplication
process conbining unitary evolutions and measurements.
Possible practical devices of a QC can be found in e.g.
[15,16].
II. QUANTUM NETWORKS
Dierent forms exists (which are supposed to be equiv-
alent) of quantum computation, such as the Quantum
Turing Machine [10] or the Quantum Networks [11]. In
this text, we will focus on the last one, whose use is more
extended in the quantum algorithmics literature.
We can describe a network of logic gates as a mem-
ory of n bits, divisible if wanted in r registers (which is
an imaginary form of dividing the memory), and a set
of devices able to perform operations of Boole’s algebra
with every bit of a couple of bits of the memory. It is
possible to demonstrate that every computation done in
a classical computer can also be done in a classical net-
work, simply by creating a gate that acts by inverting
the logic state of one bit (a NOT gate), and another gate
that acts over two bits to perform a nonlinear operation
like a XOR. A quantum network diers from a classical
network in two aspects:
First, the memory must be ‘completely isolated’ from
the environment and must stay in a state essentially
quantum. We can think of such a memory, integrated
by n q-bits, where a q-bit is a two level quantum system.
But not only this, we can also have every superposition of
entangled states between the n q-bits. Furthermore the
memory has to conserve its coherence during the time of
computation, (this is the main problem for the QC).
Second, the logic gates have to be uitary [13,11,14]
transformations over one, two or more q-bits. One of the
requisites imposed by the quantum model of computation
is the ‘operational reversibility’ of the algorithms, that is,
it has to be possible to inverse them step by step. Con-
sider the whole QC is described by a state vector. If it
stays isolated, every computational operation has to be a
unitary evolution of the state vector, which is physically
reversible. Then, if such transformations are operations
of computation, these must be operationally reversible.
We can say that the entropy conservation associated with
these mechanisms of computation imposes the conserva-
tion of the information in every step of the computation.
It is then necessary for every gate to be operationally
reversible, that is, it is has to be possible to know the
state of the memory before the application of the gate
if we know the state after the application. For example,
a NOT gate is reversible but a XOR is not. This is not
really a limitation, the key is using operational reversible
gates, which have the same numbers of ins and outs. We
can change the XOR by another gate has two outs in-
stead of one (the so called Controlled-NOT gate), that
computes an XOR to one of the outs and copies one of
the ins to the other out. After this, if desired, the second
out can never be used again, but the result has to be
stored in the quantum memory.
With such a scheme, a quantum network can solve ev-
ery problem that is solvable in a classical computer, but
generally not with more eectivity.
III. Q-COMPUTATION OF BIVALUED
FUNCTIONS
Let us charge the rst register with a number x. Sup-
pose we run a program P that computes a bivalued func-
tion f. By program we will refer to any sequence of logic
gates applied to the memory. P acts over the number
x, giving as the result two numbers, a and b, which are
changed in the second and third registers of the memory.
These numbers can be equal. We can write
P jx >1 j0 >2 j0 >3 :::j0 >r= jx >1 ja >2 jb >3 je >4 j0 >5 :::j0 >
(1)
The forth register contains the information the program
has had to store , with the purpose of doing every step
of the computation reversible.
What we are going to do in this section will be con-
struct the state
j0 >1
ei’ja >2 +eijb >2p
2
j0 >3 :::j0 >r; (2)
where  and ’ are phases. The adition means that the
second register is in a superposition state of two states.
We have the memory in a superposition of two states; in
one of these states every register contains a zero except
the second charged with the number a, and in the other
every register is at zero except the second charged with
b. To go from the output state of the program P to the
state in the equation (2), we need to begin adding to our
gates collection (which for computing P could be limited
to a NOT and Controlled-NOT gate) another gate, the so
called Hadamard’s gate. The Hadamard gate acts over a










acting over the subspace spanned by the states j0 >
and j1 > of a q-bit. After operating H over a q-bit in a





(j0 > +j1 >): (4)
Step one, we take the fth register (which has every
bit in the logic state 0) and apply de Hadamard gate
in the rst on of its q-bits. We continue dening, for
simplicity, a gate (which is possible to build with gates
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NOT and Controlled-NOT), that we will call Controlled-
COPY gate. This gate acts over three q-bits and has the
following true table:
 q1 q2   C
1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
(5)
The gate, copies in  the out value of q1, if  is 0, or
the value of q2 if  is 1. C is zero when q1 and q2 are
equal and is 1 if they are dierent. It is easy to check the
Controlled-COPY gate is a operationally reverible gate.
Step two, suppose we apply the Controlled-COPY
gate to the following q-bits:
  to the rst q-bit of the 5th register,
 q1 to the q-bit in the possition i of the register 2,
 q2 to the q-bit in the possition i of the register 3,
and we store the output values in:
  in the rst q-bit of the 5th register,
  in the q-bit i of register 2,
 C in the q-bit i of register 3.
If the second and third register contain h q-bits, we
apply the gate h times, with i=1,2,3...h.
The gate is built in such a way that the value of 
is copied, and then it is possible to use this value again
when the gate is applied to the next q-bits. When the
gate is applied to the last q-bit, we leave  stored in the
fth register. Because the rst q-bit of the fth register
is in a superposition state (due to the application of the
Hadamard’s gate), we obtain the following state of the
computer:
jx >1
ja >2 j0 >5 +jb >2 j1 >5p
2
jC >3 je >4 j0 >6 :::j0 >r :
(6)
C is the value of the third register after applying the
Controlled-COPY gate to all q-bits in the registers 2 and
3 (in total h times). Observe that the third register stays
in the same state for the two possible values of , and
then it nished as a common factor of the two states of
the computer.
Step three; after this, we apply another transforma-
tion H’, which we will call complementary transforma-
tion, to the rst q-bit of the fth register. This transfor-
mation H’ is dened for each 22 unitary matrix satisfy-
ing that H 0j0 >, H 0j1 > and H 0(j0 > +j1 >) are a super-
position states of j0 > and j1 > (here we have to under-
stand that the coecients of states j0 > and j1 > are both
dierent from zero). Because the Hadamard transforma-
tion does not satisfy the condition that H(j0 > +j1 >)











After the application of H’, the state becomes
1
2 ((ja >2 −ijb >2) j0 >5 + (ija >2 −jb >2) j1 >5)⊗
⊗jx >1 jC >3 je >4 j0 >6 :::j0 >r :
(8)
Step four, now we measure the value of the rst q-bit
















jC >3 je >4 j0 >5 :::j0
(9)
and the sign depends on the values of the measurements,
the upper (lower) sign if 1 (0) is measured.
Now, we will outline what happens if a=b. After ap-
plying the Hadamard transformation and the Controlled-
Copy gates the state becomes
jx >1
ja >2 (j0 >5 +j1 >5)p
2
jC >3 je >4 j0 >6 :::j0 >r;
(10)
and after applying the complementary transformation
the state is
jx >1 (1− i)
ja >2 (j0 >5 −j1 >5)
2
jC >3 je >4 j0 >6 :::j0 >r :
(11)
Finally the measurement of the rst q-bit of the fth





2 )jx >1 ja >2 jC >3 je >4 j0 >5 :::j0 >r; (12)
and the sign depends again on the measurement.
If we had used H instead of H’, given that H trans-
forms j0 > +j1 > in j0 >, in the case of the function
f is monovalued (a=b) we would always obtain 0 in the
measurement. This choice would make the bivalued and
monovalued cases distinguishable (if the measurement re-
sult is 1). In the next section we will see that such a
dierence between the monovalued and bivalued cases is
undesirable for our purposes.







ei’x;y jy >2 jC >3 je >4 j0 >5 :::j0 >r;
(13)
where the suma is extended to the out value or two out
values of the function f, and R is 1 or 2 respectively.
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Step ve, we could now measure the registers 1,3,4 and
set them at zero.
In general, if instead of using the Hadamard transfor-
mation, we use in the steps two and three, the general







with  and  complex satisfying jj2 + jj2 = 1, and 








with  real, and j"j2 + jj2 = 1, we have
(("ja >2 +ei(+)jb >2)j0 >5 +
+(ja >2 +eijb >2)j1 >5)⊗
⊗jx >1 jC >3 je >4 j0 >6 :::j0 >r;
(16)
for the bivalued case, and
jx >1 ja >2
(
("+ ei(+))j0 >5 +( + eij1 >5)

⊗
⊗jx >1 jC >3 je >4 j0 >6 :::j0 >r;
(17)
for the monovalued one. Now, we need our unitary trans-
formations satisfy the conditions
"+ ei(+) 6= 0
 + ei 6= 0
(18)
to maintain the entanglement between the states j0 >5
and j1 >5 in (17).
IV. COMPUTING BIVALUED FUNCTIONS
OVER SETS
In the last section we had a function f which acts over a
value x, giving us as result a set of two values a,b, which
can be equal. Suppose now, we extend the denition of f
in such a way that it can act over sets. We dene f(A) to
be the union set of every out couples obtained by aplying
f over every element of the set A.
For doing this, let us return to the problem of the last
section, with the dierence that the register one can be
charged with a superposition of stsates of the computa-
tional basis. We begin with the state
P
P
8x2A c(x)jx >1 j0 >2 j0 >3 :::j0 >r=
=
P
8x2A c(x)jx >1 ja >2 jb >3 je >4 j0 >5 :::j0 >r;
(19)
where the subscript x in the values of the registers have
been added to clarify that these values are entangled with
the rst register, and that is not possible to put them as
a common factor. After having done all the operations









1A jCx >3 jex >4
1A j0
(20)
If we set H 0 = H and the fth register measurement is
1, we are removing from the suma the x such that f(x)
is monovalued. This is the reason because we need the
conditions in the last section and we use H’ instead of H.
We continue (step ve) applying the Hadamard gate to
every q-bit of the registers 3,4 and 1. Our purpose now
is erase tis registers. For example, the result of applying









(−1)Cxj jj >3; (21)
where Cx  j is the scalar product of two vectors, which
have as many components as the third register length (i.e.
h), so that the component i of the vector C is the value, 0
or 1, of the q-bit in the position i of the third register be-
fore applying the transformation H, and the component
i of the vector j, is the value of the q-bit in the position
i of the third register after applying the transformation.
With abuse of notation the Hadamard transformation
has been used over an entire register, meaning its aplica-
tion over every q-bit of the register. The result is that the
register is charged with a superposition of every posible
value, that is, if we interpret the register as a number,
the register becomes charged with a superposition of all
numbers from 0 to 2h−1, with a phase depending on the
corresponding scalar product.
Ater applying the Hadamard transformation to the










1A j0 >3 :::j0 >r;
(22)
where the sign is determined by the measurements.
Thus, we apply the Hadamard transformation to the
rst register, we measure the rst register and set it to












1A j0 >3 :::j0 >r;
(23)
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where the normalization factor arises because it is pos-
sible to have interference if dierent x have the sets f(x)
with non nule intersection. The signs depend on the val-
ues of the measurements of registers 1,3 and 4.

















We have added the subscript \x" and \y" to the sign
in order to specifythat it depends on these values.
We would now let f acts again, repeating the entire
operation as many times as we want. By doing this, we
will have a register containing a superposition of all the
values included in the set fff:::f(A).
V. PARALLEL Q-COMPUTING
Suppose it is required to know the values of t which
fullls the condition that g(t) takes the value S, or in
general, a value in the family Si. We will assume that g
is computable in polynomial time.
This is a problem that can be solved in parallel, check-
ing simultaneously every value of t. For example, if we
desire to factor a number N, the function could calculate
N divided by t and give the couple Quotient-Reminder.
For doing this in the QC we would have to charge one
of the registers with a superposition of all the states jt >
that we want to test, and compute g over this register.




c(t)jt >1 j0 >2=
X
8t
c(t)jg(t) >1 jet >2 : (26)
In the auxiliar register we store the information needed
to make g reversible. Then, we erase the second register
by appliying de Hadamard transform to the second reg-
ister, measuring it, obtaining J, and making it zero. The
state of the QC now isX
8s=g(t)
c(s)(−1)etJ js >1 j0 >2 : (27)
To calculate the coecent c(s) where s = g(t) it is nec-
essary take in to acount that the erasure of the auxiliary
register can cause interference if g is not injective. In
the example of factoring we want to divide N by all the
numbers which are less than its root. We would charge
the rst register with all the numbers greater than one
and less than
p
N , which is possible to do easily.
VI. SELECTIVE AMPLIFICATION
Our work now is measuring, if it exists, a state with
the form Si. For example, in the case of factoring
jQuotient;Reminder = 0 >1 (28)
After doing the process of the section V, we have the
computer in the stateX
8s
c(s)js >1 j0 >2 j0 >r; (29)
(for simplicity we will write
P
8s c(s)js >), and we ap-




(s; s) if s 2 Si
(s;A) if s 62 Si; s 6= A;B;C
(A;B) if s = A
(B;C) if s = B
(C;A) if s = C
9>>>>=>>>>; ; (30)
Were A, B and C are three dierent randomly taken
values of s.
The probability of obtaining a zero in the measurement
of the register (step Four) would be given for the general
unitary transformations (14) and (15), by






8s=f(s); monovalued jc(s)jj(+ 
ei(+))j2;
(31)
and the probability of measuring one would be 1 −
P (j0 >5).
Then, after the measurement of the fth register we




if zero is measured, or
1p
P (j1>5)
if one is measured:
(32)
And because there is interference after erasing registers
3,4 and 1, it is necessary to normalise again. Dene 1p
Γ
as this normalisation factor.







0 = 0 + 0
1 = 1 + 1:
(33)
Lets study now what is the dynamics of the states in-
duced by the computation of f. The values of s satisfying
s 62 Si, are transformed in agreement with
5
c(s)js >−! 






where the subscript n is the measurement value of the
rst q-bit of the fth register, and the sign depends on
the results of the measurements in the erasing process
for the registers 1,3,4 and it is dierent for every s. For
the states A,B and C we have too this dynamics. For the
values where f is monovalued, that is s 2 Si we have
c(s)js >−! 






Let us dene Ψ as the state of the computer. What we
will do, is to apply an iterative process, schematicaly
f(Ψ(n)) = Ψ(n+1): (36)








where ΨABC is the part of the state spanned by or-
thogonal states A,B and C
Ψ
(n)
ABC = cn(A)jA > +cn(B)jB > +cn(C)jC >; (38)















We are using the convention n = 0 (n = 1) if 0 (1)
is obtained in the measurement of the fth register, in
the iteration n. We will also apply this convention to n
n and Pn.
By computing f we induce the dynamics
jΨ(n) j



































































































(C is transformed in a similar way than B), where the
signs again depends on the measurement values in the








































If the number of states is high, (and this is, of course,
the case in which we are interested), this term is neg-
ligible in comparison with the rest of the terms in the
expression of cn(A).
We will show that this dynamics amplies the proba-
bility of nding the states of  (s 2 Si). Let us focus on
the normalisation factors. The norm of the state after





2 + jΨ(n−1) j
2
 jnj2 + jnj2
Pn
+ jΨ(n−1)Ω j





We only need to solve for Pn and we can see that agrees









P0 = j0j2 + j0j2
P1 = j1j2 + j1j2
(46)
(we will choose a particular setting of the parameters
that for which this equations holds always). After the











































and using equation (45), we have




























where  has been suppresed due to it is being neg-
ligible, and the signs are dierent for every summand.
The interference between the states A,B and C cannot
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be suppresed because the states satisfying s 6= Si give
their statistical weight rapidly to the states A,B and C,
and the interference can take big values, indeed very near
to one.
We can now solve the dynamics of the system. In every
iteration the states in the set  (s 6= Si), satisfy the
equation (40). Then in n iterations the norm of Ψ
(n)
 has













It is possible to demonstrate that the rst of these two
factors is always smaller than one, whatever parameters
we choose (see the lemma in the nal of this section). We
will chose parameters satisfying:
j0j2 = j1j2 =
1
4
j0j2 = j1j2 =
1
4
P0 = j0j2 + j0j2 =
1
2




The rst factor is with this setting 12n , which implies an
exponential desamplication. Let us stimate the second
factor. Dene
Hn  Γn − 1; (51)
which value we know agree with equation (48). Hn can














grows exponentially with the number of iterations.
Extracting the logarithm of equation (53), and develop-



















If we do a numerical simulation of the system with only




and for the general case in which the rest of the states





which is easy to see using equations (48), (55) and
(56) , and considering that Hn decreasses when jΨABC j
deceases, like jΨABC j2. For the states in  we have
jΨ(n) j




22−n2n  jΨ(0) j
22−(0:86)n:
(58)
Now we will study the dynamics of the states we want
to amplify (s 2 Si). The corresponding equation is the















The rst is allways less or equal to one (see lemma).









For this values we obtain
jΨ(n)Ω j













that implies an exponential amplication. Finally for











Let us see an example. Suppose we have a register of
64 q-bits, which create a superposition of 264 possible val-
ues of s. We begin with jΨ(0) j
2  1 and jΨ(0)Ω j
2  2−64.
When over 8 iterations have been done, more than 99%
of the statistical weight of states of  had passed to the
states A,B and C (see [12]). Hence we can use the value
Gn  2n from now on, because jΨ
(n)
ABC j
2  1. Aproxi-
mately 440 iterations will be necessary to force the states
in which we are interested (Ω) to satisfy jΨ(n)Ω j
2  1100 ,
and this norm will then begin not to be negligible in
comparison with jΨ(n)ABC j
2. From this moment the ampli-
cation equation is
jΨ(n)Ω j











2  1100 , in accordance with the last
equation we need around 45 more iterations to measure
one of the states of Ω with probability of 12 . Over 190
iterations would be necessary (after the rst 440) to have
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a successful probability of about 90%, 345 to reach 95%,
and 1520 to get the 99% certainty. In total, 785 iterations
are sucent to reach a 95% of success in the complete
process of amplication.
Between the unitary transformations that are valid for
our purposes, are Hadamard’s gate and its complemen-









The transformations that fulll this condition, max-
imise Hn , (because maximise jnnj). The probability
of measuring 0 or 1 in the fth register is 12 , and remains
the same during all the amplication process. We have
used three states A,B and C, and not two, because with















for the optimal values of the parameters (60).
The numerical estimation of the constant , gives us
the value  = 0:145  0:005: This calculation has been
done performing a simulation of the dynamical system
formed only by the three states A,B and C. For the nal
phase of the amplication, when the norm of the states
A,B and C states adds up to less than one, one can nd a
lower bound of the amplication, given by the equation
63 with the constant  changed by 0 = 0:113  0:005.
The constant is now lower, because it was calculated ex-
cluding the contributions of order greater than two in
H. This has been done because these contributions slow
down faster than H2n when jΨ
(n)
ABC j decreases. This con-










where Hn is obtained simulating the three state sys-
tem A,B,C. It is interesting to note that the system has
some \selforganising" capacity, leading to a growth of
the statistical dispersion of Hn, which helps the ampli-
cation process: If we write the coecents (probabilty
amplitudes) of the n-1 iteration in terms of the n-2 iter-
ation in the expression of the interference term Hn, the






with a probability of 14 (this is such, because the mea-
sure of the registers in the n-1 iteration originates dier-
ent signs in the probability amplitudes of the A,B and
C states, and the summand appears when these three
signs are the same). These sumands frequently make Hn
approach its maximum absolute values. If we calculate
the interference numerically, and we change the proba-
bility amplitudes in a random way after each iteration,
we would get for  the smaller value   0:10.
Lemma: let  and  be two reals such that (2 +
2)  1, and let A and B, two positive numbers such








Proof: The logarithm is a convex function, i.e. it fullls
Log(tx+ (1− t)y)  tLog(x) + (1− t)Log(y) (69)
f 0 < t < 1. One could write:















we get the desired result. The equality is met when
A = 2 and B = 2 (72)
and then 2 + 2 = 1: 
VII. CONCLUSION:
This simple system allows us to solve every problem
known as NP-problem by the Complexity Theory, in
polynomial time.
The NP-problems, (we are actually referring to a set of
problems parametrised by a length n of agiven input), are
those problems which need (in the worst case), an amount
of time to be solved that depends on n as a function
which grows faster than every polynomial. Furthermore,
when a solution is found (if one exists), there has to be
a procedure that enables us to establish, in polynomial
time, whether the solution is right. When a solution does
not exists, there is no need for a procedure to know, in
polynomial time, if the solution really does not exists.
Aclear example of NP-problem is factoring.
This is exactly the kind of problem that would be pos-
sible to solve in the QC, using the method described in
this paper. We would need to verify in the QC, every
possible solution, by testing with the help of the poly-
nomial time computable procedure, whether or not it is
a solution to the problem. These verication are done
simultaneously.
Afterwards, we must amplify the solutions, for which
we need a number of steps proportional to the logarithm
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of the total number of possible solution tested. If the
number of these possible total solutions rrows propor-
tionally to 2 to the power of some polynomial of n, the
QC will be able to solve the problem in polynomial time.
Another class of problems exists, the socalled NP-
complete problems, which form a subset of the prob-
lems mentioned above. An NP-complete problem has
the property that every NP problem can be reduced to
the NP-complete problem in polynomial time. Due to
this, in case that a solution to any NP-complete problem
were found which would lead us to solve it in an eective
way, there would be a solution for every NP problem in
polynomial time.
For example, the so-called problem of the \hamilto-
nian graph", is in the set of NP-complete problems. The
problem is simple; suppose we had n cities joined together
by paths, and with at least two pathsdeparting from ev-
ery city, we would like to nd a closed path wich passes
through each city only once.
This problem could be solved in the QC , using the
method described here.
It can be noted, that there is no proof which establishes
the non existence of an eective solution for the problem
of the hamiltonian graph. If a solution were found, every
NP problem would be computable in a classical computer
in polynomial time. At this moment, the non existence
of such a solution is only a concecture.
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